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Abstract
We present two stable mergesort variants, “peeksort” and “powersort”, that exploit existing runs
and find nearly-optimal merging orders with negligible overhead. Previous methods either require
substantial effort for determining the merging order (Takaoka 2009; Barbay & Navarro 2013) or
do not have an optimal worst-case guarantee (Peters 2002; Auger, Nicaud & Pivoteau 2015; Buss
& Knop 2018). We demonstrate that our methods are competitive in terms of running time with
state-of-the-art implementations of stable sorting methods.
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1

Introduction

Sorting is a fundamental building block for numerous tasks and ubiquitous in both the
theory and practice of computing. While practical and theoretically (close-to) optimal
comparison-based sorting methods are known, instance-optimal sorting, i.e., methods that
adapt to the actual input and exploit specific structural properties if present, is still an area
of active research. We survey some recent developments in Section 1.1.
Many different structural properties have been investigated in theory. Two of them have
also found wide adoption in practice, e.g., in Oracle’s Java runtime library: adapting to the
presence of duplicate keys and using existing sorted segments, called runs. The former is
achieved by a so-called fat-pivot partitioning variant of quicksort [8], which is also used in the
OpenBSD implementation of qsort from the C standard library. It is an unstable sorting
method, though, i.e., the relative order of elements with equal keys might be destroyed in
the process. It is hence used in Java solely for primitive-type arrays.
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Making use of existing runs in the input is a well-known option in mergesort; e.g.,
Knuth [17] discusses a bottom-up mergesort variant that does this. He calls it “natural
mergesort” and we will use this as an umbrella term for any mergesort variant that picks up
existing runs in the input (instead of blindly starting with runs of size 1). The Java library
uses Timsort [25, 15], a natural mergesort originally developed as Python’s new library sort.
While fat-pivot quicksort provably adapts to the entropy of the multiplicities of keys [34] –
it is optimal up to a factor of 1.088 on average with pseudomedian-of-9 (“ninther”) pivots1 –
Timsort is much more heuristic in nature. It picks up existing runs and tries to perform
merges in a favorable order (i.e., avoiding merges of runs with very different lengths) by
distinguishing a handful of cases of how the lengths of the 4 most recent runs relate to each
other. The rules are easy to implement and were empirically shown to be effective in most
cases, but their interplay is quite intricate. Although announced as an O(n log n) worst-case
method with its introduction in 2002 [24], a rigorous proof of this bound was only given in
2015 by Auger, Nicaud, and Pivoteau [2] and required a rather sophisticated amortization
argument.
The core complication is that – unlike for standard mergesort variants – a given element
might participate in more than a logarithmic number of merges. Indeed, Buss and Knop [9]
have very recently shown that for some family of inputs, the average number of merges a
single element participates in is at least 32 − o(1) · lg n. So in the worst case, Timsort does,
e.g., asymptotically at least 1.5 times as many element moves as standard mergesort. In
terms of adapting to existing order, provable guarantees for Timsort had long remained
elusive; an upper bound of O(n + n log r) was conjectured in [2] and [9]), but indeed only for
this very conference, Auger, Jugé, Nicaud and Pivoteau [1] finally give a proof. The hidden
constants in their bound are quite big (and far away from the coefficient 32 of the above lower
bound).
A further manifestation of the complexity of Timsort’s rules was reported by de Gouw
et al. [10]: The original rules to maintain the desired invariant for run lengths on the stack
are insufficient in some cases. This (algorithmic!) bug had remained unnoticed until their
attempt to formally verify the correctness of the Java implementation failed because of it.
Gouw et al. proposed two options for correcting Timsort, one of which was applied for the
Java library. But now, Auger et al. [1] demonstrated that this correction is still insufficient:
as of this writing, the Java runtime library contains a flawed sorting method! All of this
indicates that already the core algorithm in Timsort is (too?) complicated, and it raises the
question whether Timsort’s good properties cannot be achieved in a simpler way.
For its theoretical guarantees on adapting to existing runs this is certainly the case.
Takaoka [29, 30] and Barbay and Navarro [5] independently described a sorting method that
we call Huffman-Merge (see below why). It adapts even to the entropy of the distribution
of run lengths: it sorts an input of r runs with respective lengths L1 , . . . , Lr in time
Pr
O (H( Ln1 , . . . , Lnr ) + 1)n ⊆ O(n + n lg r), where H(p1 , . . . , pr ) = i=1 pi lg(1/pi ) is the
binary Shannon entropy.2 Since H( Ln1 , . . . , Lnr )n − O(n) comparisons are necessary for
distinct keys, Huffman-Merge is optimal up to O(n). The algorithm is also conceptually
simple: find runs in a linear scan, determine an optimal merging order using a Huffman tree of

1
2

The median of three elements is chosen as the pivot, each of which is a median of three other elements.
This is a good approximation of the median of 9 elements and a recommended pivot selection rule [8].
Note that H(L1 /n, . . . , Lr /n) can be significantly smaller than lg r: Consider the run lengths L1 =
n − dn/ lg ne and L2 = · · · = Lr = 1, i.e., r = 1 + dn/ lg ne. Then H ≤ 2, but lg r ∼ lg n. (Indeed,
H → 1 and the input can indeed be sorted with overall costs 2n.)
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the run lengths, and execute those merges bottom-up in the tree. However, straight-forward
implementations add significant overhead in terms of time and space, which renders HuffmanMerge uncompetitive to (reasonable implementations of) elementary sorting methods.
Moreover, Huffman-Merge leads to an unstable sorting method since it merges nonadjacent runs. The main motivation for Timsort was to find a fast general-purpose sorting
method that is stable [24], and the Java library even dictates the sorting method used for
objects to be stable.3 It is conceptually easy to modify the idea of Huffman-Merge to sort
stably: replace the Huffman tree by an optimal binary search tree and otherwise proceed as
before. Since we only have weights at the leaves of the tree, we can compute this tree in
O(n + r log r) time using the Hu-Tucker- or Garsia-Wachs-algorithm. (Barbay and Navarro
made this observation, as well; indeed they initially used the Hu-Tucker algorithm [4] and
only switched to Huffman in the journal paper [5].) Since r can be Θ(n) and the algorithms
are fairly sophisticated, this idea is not very appealing for use in practical sorting, though.
In this paper, we present two new stable, natural mergesort variants, “peeksort” and

“powersort”, that have the same optimal asymptotic running time O (H( Ln1 , . . . , Lnr )+1)n as
Huffman-merge, but incur much less overhead. For that, we build upon classic algorithms for
computing nearly-optimal binary search trees [21]; but the vital twist for practical methods
is to neither explicitly store the full tree, nor the lengths of all runs at any point in time. In
particular – much like Timsort – we only store a logarithmic number of runs at any point
in time (in fact reducing their number from roughly logϕ ≈ 1.44 lg n in Timsort to lg n),
but – much unlike Timsort – we retain the guarantee of an optimal merging order up to
linear terms. Our methods require at most n lg n + O(n) comparison in the worst case and
H( Ln1 , . . . , Lnr )n + 3n for an input with runs of lengths L1 , . . . , Lr .
We demonstrate in a running-time study that our methods achieve guaranteed (leadingterm) optimal adaptive sorting in practice with negligible overhead to compute the merging
order: our methods are not slower than standard mergesort when no existing runs can be
exploited, but outperform standard mergesort and quicksort when long runs are present in
the input. Finally, we show that Timsort is slower than standard mergesort and our new
methods on certain inputs that do have existing runs, but whose lengths pattern hits a weak
point of Timsort’s heuristic merging-order rule.
Outline: The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the remainder of this section
we survey related work. Section 2 contains notation and known results on optimal binary
search trees that our work builds on. The new algorithms and their analytical guarantees
are presented in Section 3. Section 4 reports on our running-time study, comparing the new
methods to state-of-the-art sorting methods. Finally, Section 5 summarizes our findings.
Details about the experimental setup and some proofs are found in the extended version of
this article (arXiv: 1805.04154).

1.1

Adaptive Sorting

The idea to exploit existing “structure” in the input to speed up sorting dates (at least) back
to methods from the 1970s [20] that sort faster when the number of inversions is small. A
systematic treatment of this and many further measures of presortedness (e.g., the number of

3

We remark that while stability is a much desired feature, practical, stable sorting methods do not try to
exploit the presence of duplicate elements to speed up sorting, and we will focus on the performance for
distinct keys in this article.
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inversions, the number of runs, and the number of shuffled up-sequences), their relation and
how to sort adaptively w.r.t. these measures are discussed by Estivill-Castro and Wood [12].
While the focus of earlier works is mostly on combinatorial properties of permutations, a
recent trend is to consider more fine-grained statistical quantities. For example as mentioned
above, Huffman-Merge adapts to the entropy of the vector of run lengths [29, 30, 5]. Similar
measures are the entropy of the lengths of shuffled up-sequences [5] and the entropy of lengths
of an LRM-partition [3], a novel measure that lies between runs and shuffled up-sequences.
For multiset sorting, the fine-grained measure, the entropy of the multiplicities, has
been considered instead of the number of unique values already in early work in the field
(e.g. [22, 26]). A more recent endeavor has been to find sorting methods that optimally
adapt to both presortedness and repeated values. Barbay, Ochoa, and Satti refer to this as
synergistic sorting [6] and present an algorithm based on quicksort that is optimal up to a
constant factor. The method’s practical performance is unclear.
We remark that (unstable) multiset sorting is the only problem from the above list for
which a theoretically optimal algorithm has found wide-spread adoption in programming
libraries: quicksort is known to almost optimally adapt to the entropy of multiplicities on
average [32, 28, 34], when elements equal to the pivot are excluded from recursive calls
(fat-pivot partitioning). Supposedly, sorting is so fast to start with that further improvements
from exploiting specific input characteristics are only fruitful if they can be realized with
minimal additional overhead. Indeed, for algorithms that adapt to the number of inversions,
Elmasry and Hammad [11] found that the adaptive methods could only compete with good
implementations of elementary sorting algorithms in terms of running time for inputs with
extremely few inversions (fewer than 1.5%). Translating the theoretical guarantees of adaptive
sorting into practical, efficient methods is an ongoing challenge.

1.2

Lower bound

How much does it help for sorting an array A[1..n] to know that it contains r runs of
respective sizes L1 , . . . , Lr , i.e., to know the relative order
of A[1..L1 ], A[L1 + 1..L1 + L2 ]

n
etc.? If we assume distinct elements, there are L1 ,...,L
permutations
that are compatible
r
with this setup, namely the number of ways to partition n keys into r subsets of given sizes.
Pr
We thus need lg(n!) − i=1 lg(Li !) = H( Ln1 , . . . , Lnr )n − O(n) comparisons to sort such an
input. A formal argument for this lower bound is given by Barbay and Navarro [5] in the
proof of their Theorem 2.

1.3

Results on Timsort and stack-based mergesort

Timsort’s good performance in running-time studies, especially on partially sorted inputs,
have lead to its adoption in several programming libraries, but until recently, no (nontrivial)
worst-case adaptivity guarantee had been known. To make progress towards these, simplified
variations of Timsort were considered [2, 9]. They maintain a stack of runs yet to be merged
and proceed as follows: Find the next run in the input and push it onto the stack. Then
consider the top k elements on the stack (for k a small constant like 3 or 4) and decide based
on these if any pair of them is to be merged. If so, the two runs in the stack are replaced with
the merged result and the rule is applied repeatedly until the stack satisfies some invariant.
The invariant is chosen so as to keep the height of the stack small (logarithmic in n).
The simplest version, “α-stack sort” [2], merges the topmost two runs until the run
lengths in the stack grow at least by a factor of α, (e.g., α = 2). This method can lead to
imbalanced merges (and hence runtime ω(n log r) [9]; the authors of [2] also point this out
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in their conclusion): if the topmost run is much longer than what is below it on the stack,
merging the second and third runs (repeatedly until they are at least as big as the topmost
run) is much better. This modification is called “α-merge sort”. It achieves a worst-case
guarantee of O(n + n log r), but the constant is provably not optimal [9].
Timsort is quite similar to α-merge sort for α = ϕ (the golden ratio) by forcing the run
lengths to grow at least like Fibonacci numbers. The detailed rules for selecting merges are
found in [1] or [9]. They imply a logarithmic stack height, but the actual bounds are much
more involved than it appears at first sight [1]. As mentioned in the introduction, this has
lead to the widespread deployment of faulty library code – twice! For inputs with specific
run-lengths patterns, the implementations access stack cells beyond the (fixed) stack size.
Timsort was conjectured to always sort in O(n + n log r) time and in their contribution
to these proceedings, Auger et al. [1] finally gave a proof for this bound. The constant of
proportionality is not known exactly, but Buss and Knop [9] gave a family of inputs for which
Timsort incurs asymptotically at least 1.5 times the required effort (in terms of merge costs,
see Section 2.2). This proves that Timsort – like α-merge sort – is not optimally adaptive to
the number of runs r (let alone the entropy of the run length distribution).

2

Preliminaries

Let A[1..n] be an array of n elements that we sort using comparisons. By H, we denote
the binary Shannon entropy, i.e., for p1 , . . . , pm ∈ [0, 1] with p1 + · · · + pm = 1 we have
P
pi lg(1/pi ), where lg = log2 . We always let r denote the number of runs
H(p1 , . . . , pm ) =
in the input and L1 , . . . , Lr their respective lengths with L1 + · · · + Lr = n. In the literature,
a run usually means a maximal (contiguous) weakly increasing (i.e., nondecreasing) region,
but we adopt the convention from Timsort in this paper: a run is either a maximal weakly
increasing region or a maximal strictly decreasing region. Decreasing runs are reversed upon
detection; allowing only strictly decreasing runs makes their stable reversal trivial. (Note that
the algorithms are not affected by these details of what constitutes a “run”; they only rely on
a unique partition of the input into sorted segments that can be found by sequential scans.)

2.1

Nearly-Optimal Binary Search Trees

In the optimal binary search tree problem, we are given probabilities β1 , . . . , βm to access
the m keys K1 < · · · < Km (internal nodes) and probabilities α0 , . . . , αm to access the gaps
(leaves) between these keys (setting K0 = −∞ and Km+1 = +∞) and we are interested in
the binary search tree that minimizes the expected search cost C, i.e., the expected number
of (ternary) comparisons when accesses follow the given distribution.4 Nagaraj [23] surveys
various versions of the problem. We confine ourselves to approximation algorithms here.
Moreover, we only need the special case of alphabetic trees where all βj = 0.
The following methods apply to the general problem, but we present them for the case
Pm
of nearly-optimal alphabetic trees. So let α0 , . . . , αm with i=0 αi = 1 be given. A greedy
top-down approach produces provably good search trees if the details are done right [7, 19]:
choose the boundary closest to 12 as the bisection at the root (“weight-balancing heuristic”).
Mehlhorn [21, §III.4.2] discusses two algorithms for nearly-optimal binary search trees that
follow this scheme: “Method 1” is the straight-forward recursive application of the above
rule, whereas “Method 2” (“bisection heuristic”) continues by strictly halving the original
interval in the recursive calls; see Figure 1.

4

We deviate from the literature convention and use m to denote the number of keys to avoid confusion
with n, the length of the arrays to sort, in the rest of the paper.
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Figure 1 The two versions of weight-balancing for computing nearly-optimal alphabetic trees.
The gap probabilities in the example are proportional to 5, 3, 3, 14, 1, 2. Left: Mehlhorn’s “Method 1”
chooses the split closest to the midpoint of the subtree’s actual weights (1/2 after renormalization).
Right: “Method 2” continues to cut the original interval in half, irrespective of the total weight of
the subtrees. The italic numbers are the powers of the nodes (see Definition 3 on page 8).

Method 1 was proposed in [31] and analyzed in [18, 7]; Method 2 is discussed in [19].
While Method 1 is arguably more natural, Method 2 has the advantage to yield splits that
are predictable without going through all steps of the recursion. Both methods can be
implemented to run in time O(m) and yield very good trees. (Recall that in the case βj = 0
the classic information-theoretic argument dictates C ≥ H; Bayer [7] gives lower bounds in
the general case.)
P
P
I Theorem 1 (Nearly-Optimal BSTs). Let α0 , β1 , α1 , . . . , βm , αm ∈ [0, 1] with αi + βj = 1
Pm
Pm
be given and let H = i=0 αi lg(1/αi ) + j=1 βj lg(1/βj ).
(i) Method 1 yields a tree with search cost C ≤ H + 2. [7, Thm 4.8]
(ii) If all βj = 0, Method 1 yields a tree with search cost C ≤ H + 2 − (m + 3)αmin ,
where αmin = min{α0 , . . . , αm }. [16]
P
(iii) Method 2 yields a tree with search cost C ≤ H + 1 + αi . [19]

2.2

Merge Costs

In this paper, we are primarily concerned with finding a good order of binary merges for the
existing runs in the input. Following [2] and [9], we define the merge cost M for merging
two runs of lengths m resp. n as M = m + n, i.e., the size of the result. This quantity has
been studied earlier by Golin and Sedgewick [14] without giving it a name. Merge costs
abstract away from key comparisons and element moves and simplify computations (see next
subsection). Since any merge has to move most elements (except for rare lucky cases), and

m
n
the average number of comparisons using standard merge routines is m + n − n+1
+ m+1
,
merge costs are a reasonable approximation, in particular when m and n are roughly equal.
They always yield an upper bound for both the number of comparisons and moves.

2.3

Merge Trees

P
Li = n be the lengths of the runs in the input. Any natural mergesort
Let L1 , . . . , Lr with
can be described as a rule to select some of the remaining runs, which are then merged and
replaced by the merge result. If we always merge two runs this corresponds to a binary
tree with the original runs at leaves 1 , . . . , r . Internal nodes correspond to the result of
merging their children. If we assign to internal node j the size Mj of the (intermediate)
P
merge result it represents, then the overall merge cost is exactly M =
j Mj (summing
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over all internal nodes). Figure 1 shows two examples of merge trees; the merge costs are
given by adding up all gray areas,5 (ignoring the dotted leaves).
Let di be the depth of leaf i (corresponding to the run of length Li ), where depth is the
number of edges on the path to the root. Every element in the ith run is counted exactly di
P
Pr
Pr
times in
j Mj , so we have M =
i=1 di · Li . Dividing by n yields M/n =
i=1 di · αi
for αi = Li /n, which happens to be the expected search time C in the merge tree if i is
requested with probability αi for i = 1, . . . , r. So the minimal-cost merge tree for given
run lengths L1 , . . . , Lr is the optimal alphabetic tree for leaf probabilities Ln1 , . . . , Lnr and it
holds M ≥ H( Ln1 , . . . , Lnm )n. For distinct keys, the lower bound on comparisons (Section 1.2)
coincides up to linear terms with this lower bound on the merge costs.
Combining this fact with the linear-time methods for nearly-optimal binary search trees
from Section 2.1 immediately gives a stable sorting method that adapts optimally to existing
runs up to an O(n) term. We call such a method a nearly-optimal (natural) mergesort.

3

Nearly-Optimal Merging Orders

We now describe two new nearly-optimal mergesort variants that simulate nearly-optimal
search-tree algorithms, but do so without ever storing the entire merge tree or run lengths.

3.1

Peeksort: A Simple Top-Down Method

The first method is similar to standard top-down mergesort in that it implicitly constructs a
merge tree on the call stack. Instead of blindly cutting the input in half, however, we mimic
Mehlhorn’s Method 1. For that we need the run boundary closest to the middle of the input:
this will become the root of the merge tree. Since we want to detect existing runs anyway at
some point, we start by finding the run that contains the middle position. The end point
closer to the middle determines the top-level cut and we recursively sort the parts left and
right of it. A final merge completes the sort.
To avoid redundant scans, we pass on the information about detected runs. In the general
case, we are sorting a range A[`..r] whose prefix A[`..e] and suffix A[s..r] are (maximal) runs.
Depending on whether the middle is contained in one of those runs, we have one of four
different cases; apart from that the overall procedure (Algorithm 1) is quite straight-forward.
The following theorem shows that PeekSort is indeed a nearly-optimal mergesort.
Unlike previous such methods, its code has very little overhead – in terms of both time and
space, as well as in terms of conceptual complexity – over standard top-down mergesort, so
it is a promising method for a practical nearly-optimal mergesort.
I Theorem 2. The merge cost of PeekSort on an input consisting of r runs with respective
lengths L1 , . . . , Lr is at most H( Ln1 , . . . , Lnm )n + 2n − (r + 2), the number of comparisons is at
most H( Ln1 , . . . , Lnm ) + 3n − (2r + 3). Both is optimal up to O(n) terms (in the worst case).
Proof. The recursive calls of Algorithm 1 produce the same tree as Mehlhorn’s Method 1
with input (α0 , . . . , αm ) = ( Ln1 , . . . , Lnr ) (i.e., m = r − 1) and βj = 0. By Theorem 1–(ii),
the search costs in this tree are C ≤ H + 2 − (m + 3)αmin with H = H( Ln1 , . . . , Lnm ). Since
Lj ≥ 1, we have αmin ≥ n1 . As argued in Section 2.3, the overall merge costs are then given
by M = Cn ≤ Hn + 2n − (r + 2), which is within O(n) of the lower bound for M .

5

The left tree is obviously better here and this is a typical outcome. But there are also inputs where
Method 2 yields a better tree than Method 1.
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Algorithm 1 Peeksort: A simple top-down version of nearly-optimal natural mergesort.
The initial call is PeekSort(A[1..n], 1, n). Procedures ExtendRunLeft (-Right) scan
left (right) starting at A[m] as long as the run continues (and we did not cross the second
parameter).
PeekSort(A[`..r], e, s)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

if e = = r or s = = ` then return
m = ` + r−`
m
2
e
s
if m ≤ e
// `
PeekSort(A[e + 1..r], e + 1, s)
Merge(A[`..e], A[e + 1..r])
m
e
s
else if m ≥ s
// `
PeekSort(A[`..s − 1], e, s − 1)
Merge(A[`..s − 1], A[s..r])
else // Find existing run A[i..j] containing position m
i = ExtendRunLeft(A[m], `); j = ExtendRunRight(A[m], r)
if i = = ` and j = = r return
m
e
i
j
s
if m − i < j − m // `
PeekSort(A[`..i − 1], e, i − 1)
PeekSort(A[i..r], j, s)
Merge(A[`..i − 1], A[i..r])
m
e
i
j
s
else
// `
PeekSort(A[`..j], e, i)
PeekSort(A[j + 1..r], j + 1, s)
Merge(A[`..j], A[j + 1..r])

r

r

r

r

We can save at least one comparison per merge (namely for the last element). In total, we
do exactly r − 1 merge operations. Apart from merging, we need a total of n − 1 additional
comparisons to detect the existing runs in the input. Barbay and Navarro [5, Thm. 2] argued
that Hn − O(n) comparisons are necessary if the elements in the input are all distinct. J

3.2

Powersort: A Cache-Friendly Stack-Based Method

One little blemish remains in PeekSort: we have to use “random accesses” into the middle
of the array to decide how to proceed. Even though we only use cache-friendly sequential
scans, the I/O operations to load the middle run are effectively wasted, since it will often be
merged only much later (after further recursive calls). Timsort proceeds in one left-to-right
scan over the input and merges the top runs on the stack. This increases the likelihood to
still have (parts of) the most recently detected run in cache when it is merged subsequently.

3.2.1

The power of top-down in a bottom-up method

In Method 2 for nearly-optimal search trees, we can unfold the recursion since all its potential
cut points are predetermined: they have the form c · 2−` for ` ∈ N≥1 and odd c. The following
definition characterizes the recursion depth `, at which an internal node j is considered.
P
I Definition 3 (Node Power). Let α0 , . . . , αm ,
αj = 1 be leaf probabilities. For 1 ≤ j ≤ m,
let j be the internal node separating the (j − 1)st and jth leaf. The power of (the split at)
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Figure 2 Illustration of node powers. The power of a run boundary is the smallest ` so that a
multiple of 2−` lies between the midpoints of the runs it separates.

node j is
(



a
Pj = min ` ∈ N : −`
2



)
j−1
j−1
X
X
< −`
, where a =
αi − 12 αj−1 , b =
αi + 12 αj .
2
i=0
i=0


b

(Pj is the index of the first bit where the (binary) fractional parts of a and b differ.)
Figure 2 illustrates Definition 3 for the nodes in our example (Figure 1). Intuitively, Pj
is the “intended” depth of j , but nodes occasionally end up higher in the tree if some leaf
has a large weight relative to the current subtree, (see the rightmost branch in Figure 1).
Mehlhorn’s [19, 21] original implementation of Method 2, procedure construct-tree, does not
single out the case that the next desired cut point lies outside the range of a subtree (cf. 78
in Figure 2). This reduces the number of cases, but for our application, it is more convenient
to explicitly check for this out-of-range case, and if it occurs to directly proceed to the next
cut point. We refer to the modified algorithm as Method 2 0 . The extended version of this
paper gives the details and shows that the changes do not affect the guarantee for Method 2
in Theorem 1. With this modification, the resulting tree is characterized by the node powers.
I Lemma 4 (Path power monotonicity). Consider the tree constructed by Method 2 0 . The
powers of internal nodes along any root-to-leaf path are strictly increasing.
The proof is given in the extended version.

3.2.2

Merging on-the-fly

Our second algorithm, “powersort”, constructs the merge tree from left to right. Whenever
the next internal node has a smaller power than the preceding one, we are following an edge
from a left child up to its parent. That means that this subtree does not change anymore
and we can execute any pending merges in it before continuing; the subtree then corresponds
to the single resulting run. If we are instead following an edge down to a right child of a
node, that subtree is still “open” and we only push the corresponding run onto the stack.
I Remark. The tree constructed by Method 20 for leaf probabilities α0 , . . . , αm is the
(unique, min-oriented) Cartesian tree6 for the sequence of node powers P1 , . . . , Pm . It can be
constructed iteratively (left to right) by the algorithm of Gabow, Bentley, and Tarjan [13],
which effectively coincides with the procedure sketched above, except that we immediately
collapse (merge) completed subtrees instead of keeping the entire tree.
As the runs on the stack correspond to a (right) path in the tree, the nodes have strictly
increasing powers and we can bound the stack height by the maximal Pj . Since our leaf
L
probabilities are αj = nj ≥ n1 , we have Pj ≤ blg nc + 1. Algorithm 2 shows the detailed code.
6

The Cartesian tree of an array of numbers is a binary tree. Its root corresponds to the global minimum
in the array and its subtrees are the Cartesian trees of the numbers left resp. right of the minimum.
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Algorithm 2 Powersort: A one-pass stack-based nearly-optimal natural mergesort. Procedure ExtendRunRight scans right as long as the run continues.
PowerSort(A[1..n])
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

X = stack of runs
(capacity blg(n)c + 1)
P = stack of powers
(capacity blg(n)c + 1)
s1 = 1; e1 = ExtendRunRight(A[1], n) // A[s1 ..e1 ] is leftmost run
while e1 < n
s2 = e1 + 1; e2 = ExtendRunRight(A[s2 ], n) // A[s2 ..e2 ] next run
p = NodePower(s1 , e1 , s2 , e2 , n) // Pj for node j between A[s1 ..e1 ] and A[s2 ..e2 ]
while P.top() > p
// previous merge deeper in tree than current
P.pop()
//
merge and replace run A[s1 ..e1 ] by result
(s1 , e1 ) = Merge(X.pop(), A[s1 ..e1 ])
end while
X.push(A[s1 , e1 ]); P.push(p)
s1 = s2 ; e1 = e2
end while // Now A[s1 ..e1 ] is the rightmost run
while ¬X.empty()
(s1 , e1 ) = Merge(X.pop(), A[s1 ..e1 ])
end while

NodePower(s1 , e1 , s2 , e2 , n)
1
2
3
4

n1 = e1 − s1 + 1; n2 = e2 − s2 + 1; ` = 0
a = (s1 + n1 /2 − 1)/n; b = (s2 + n2 /2 − 1)/n
while ba · 2` c = = bb · 2` c do ` = ` + 1 end while
return `

I Theorem 5. The merge cost of PowerSort is at most H( Ln1 , . . . , Lnm ) + 2n, the number
of comparisons is at most H( Ln1 , . . . , Lnm )+3n−r. Moreover, (apart from buffers for merging)
only O(log n) words of extra space are required.
Proof. The merge tree of PowerSort is exactly the search tree constructed by Method 20
on leaf probabilities (α0 , . . . , αm ) = ( Ln1 , . . . , Lnr ) and βj = 0. By Theorem 1–(iii), the
search costs are C ≤ H + 2 with H = H( Ln1 , . . . , Lnm ), so the overall merge costs are
M = Cn ≤ Hn + 2n, which is within O(n) of the lower bound for M . The comparisons
follow as for Theorem 2.
J

4

Running-Time Study

We conducted a running-time study comparing the two new nearly-optimal mergesorts with
current state-of-the-art implementations and elementary mergesort variants. The code is
available on github [33]. The main goal of this study is to show that
1. peeksort and powersort have very little overhead compared to standard (non-natural)
mergesort variants (i.e., they are never (much) slower); and at the same time
2. peeksort and powersort outperform other mergesort variants on partially presorted inputs.
Timsort is arguably the most used adaptive sorting method; a secondary goal is hence to
3. investigate the typical merge costs of Timsort on different inputs, in particular in light of
the recent negative theoretical results by Buss and Knop [9].
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Setup

Oracle’s Java runtime library includes a highly tuned Timsort implementation; to be able to
directly compare with it, we chose to implement our algorithms in Java. We repeated all
experiments with C++ ports of the algorithms and the results are qualitatively the same; we
will comment on a few differences in the following subsections. The Timsort implementation
is used for Object[], i.e., arrays of references to objects. Since the location of objects on
the heap is hard to control, this is likely to yield big variations in the number of cache
misses. We chose to sort int[]s instead to obtain more reproducible results, and modified
the library implementation of Timsort accordingly. This scenario makes key comparisons
and element moves relatively cheap and thereby emphasizes the remaining overhead of the
methods, which is in line with our primary goal 1) from above.
We compare our methods with standard top-down and bottom-up mergesort implementations. We use the code given by Sedgewick [27, Programs 8.3 and 8.5] as bases. In both cases,
we add a check before calling merge to detect if the runs happen to already be in sorted
order, and we use insertion sort for base cases of size n ≤ w = 24. (For bottom-up mergesort,
we start by sorting chunks of size w = 24.) Our implementations of peeksort and powersort
are described in more detail in the extended version; apart from a mildly optimized version
of the pseudocode, we added the same cutoff / minimal run length (w = 24) as above.
All our methods use Sedgewick’s bitonic merge procedure [27, Program 8.2], whereas the
Java library Timsort contains a custom merge method that tries to save key comparisons:
when only elements from the same run are selected for the output repeatedly, Timsort enters
a “galloping mode” and uses exponential search (instead of the conventional sequential search)
to find the insertion position of the next element. Details are described by Peters [25]. Since
saving comparisons is not of utmost importance in our scenario of sorting ints, we also
added a version of Timsort, called “trotsort”, that uses our plain merge method instead of
galloping, but is otherwise identical to the library Timsort.
We use the following inputs types:
random permutations are a case where no long runs are present to exploit;
“random-runs” inputs are constructed from a random permutation by sorting segments
of random lengths, where the lengths are chosen independently according to a geometric
distribution with a given mean `; since the geometric distribution has fairly large variance,
these inputs tend to have runs whose sizes vary a lot;
“Timsort-drag” inputs are special instances of random-runs inputs where the run lengths
are chosen as Rtim , the bad-case example for Timsort from [9, Thm. 3].
We remark that the above input types are chosen with our specific goals from above in mind;
we do not attempt to model inputs from “real-world” applications in this study.

4.2

Overhead of Nearly-Optimal Merge Order

We first consider random permutations as inputs. Since random permutations contain
(with high probability) no long runs that can be exploited, the adaptive methods will not
find anything that would compensate for their additional efforts to identify runs. (This
is confirmed by the fact that the total merge costs of all methods, including Timsort, are
within 1.5% of each other in this scenario.) Figure 3 shows average running times for input
sizes from 100 000 to 100 million ints. (Measurements for n = 10 000 were too noisy to draw
meaningful conclusions.)
Varying input sizes over several orders of magnitude, we consistently see the following
picture: Arrays.sort(int[]) (dual-pivot quicksort) is the fastest method. It is not a stable
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7

td-mergesort
bu-mergesort
peeksort
powersort
Timsort
trotsort

6

5

Arrays.sort(int[])

4

105

106

107

108

Figure 3 Normalized running times on random permutations. The logarithmic x-axis shows n,
the y-axis shows the average of t/(n lg n) where t is the running time in ms. Error bars show one
standard deviation (stdev). We plot averages over 1000 repetitions (200 resp. 20 for the largest n).

sort and thus merely serves as a baseline. Top-down and bottom-up mergesort, peeksort and
powersort are 20–30% slower than dual-pivot quicksort. Comparing the four to each other,
no large differences are visible; if anything, bottom-up mergesort was a bit slower than the
others (for large inputs). Since the recursion cutoff resp. minimal run length w = 24 exceeded
the length of all runs in all inputs, we effectively have equal-length runs. Merging left to
right (as in bottom-up mergesort) then performs just fine, and top-down mergesort finds a
close-to-optimal merging order in this case. That peek- and powersort perform essentially
as good as elementary mergesorts on random permutations thus clearly indicates that their
overhead for determining a nearly-optimal merging order is negligible.
The library Timsort performs surprisingly poorly on int[]s, probably due to the relatively
cheap comparisons. Replacing the galloping merge with the ordinary merge alleviates this
(see “trotsort”), but Timsort remains inferior on random permutations by a fair margin
(10–20%). In C++, trotsort with straight insertion sort (instead of binary insertion sort) as
base case was roughly as fast as the other mergesorts.

4.3

Practical speedups by adaptivity

After demonstrating that we do not lose much by using our adaptive methods when there is
nothing to adapt to, we next investigate how much can be gained if there is. We consider
random-runs inputs as described above. This input model instills a good dose of presortedness,
but not in a way that gives any of the tested methods an obvious advantage or disadvantage
over the others. We choose a representative size of n = 107 and an expected run length
√
√
` = 3 000, so that we expect roughly n runs of length n.
If this was a random permutation, we would expect merge costs of roughly n lg(n/w) ≈
1.87 · 108 (indeed a bit above this). The right chart in Figure 4 shows that the adaptive
methods can bring the merge cost down to a little over 60% of this number. Powersort
achieved average merge costs of 1.14 · 108 < n lg r ≈ 1.17 · 108 , i.e., less than a method would
that only adapts to the number of runs r.
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merge costs (normalized) on random runs

time (ms) on random runs
td-mergesort
700

bu-mergesort
peeksort

600

0.7
0.65

powersort
Timsort

500

trotsort
Arrays.sort(int[])

0.6
0.55

Figure 4 Average running times (left) and normalized merge cost (right) on random-runs inputs
√
with n = 107 and ` = 3 000 ≈ n. Error bars show one stdev. Merge costs have been divided by
n lg(n/w) ≈ 1.87 · 108 , which is the merge cost a (hypothetical) optimal mergesort that does not pick
up existing runs, but starts with runs of length w = 24. Note that the simple sorted-check before a
merge in the standard mergesorts already reduces the merge costs to roughly 70% of that number.
time (ms) on Timsort-drag
2,000
1,800

merge costs (normalized) on Timsort-drag
td-mergesort

1.3

bu-mergesort

1.2

peeksort
1,600
1,400
1,200

powersort

1.1

Timsort

1

trotsort

0.9

Arrays.sort(int[])

0.8

Figure 5 Average running times (left) and normalized merge cost (right) on “Timsort-drag”
inputs with n = 224 and run lengths Rtim (224 /32) multiplied by 32. Error bars show one standard
deviation. Merge costs have been divided by n lg(n/w) ≈ 3.26 · 108 .

In terms of running time, powersort is again among the fastest stable methods, and
indeed 20% faster than Arrays.sort(int[]). The best adaptive methods are also 10%
faster than top-down mergesort. (Note that our standard mergesorts are “slightly adaptive”
by skipping a merge of two runs that happened to already be in order, which can be checked
with a single comparisons.) This supports the statement that significant speedups can be
√
realized by adaptive sorting on inputs with existing order, and n runs suffice for that. If
we increase ` to 100 000, so that we expect only roughly 100 long runs, the library quicksort
becomes twice as slow as powersort and trotsort.
Timsort with galloping merges is again uncompetitive. Trotsort’s running time is a bit
anomalous. Even though it occasionally incurs 10% more merge costs on a given input than
powersort, the Java running times were within 1% of each other. However, merge costs
seem to more accurately predict running time in C++; there trotsort was 8% slower than
powersort.

4.4

Non-optimality of Timsort

Finally, we consider “Timsort-drag” inputs, a sequence of run lengths Rtim (n) specifically
crafted by Buss and Knop [9] to generate unbalanced merges (and hence large merge cost)
in Timsort. Since actual Timsort implementations employ minimal run lengths of up to 32
elements we multiplied the run lengths by 32. Figure 5 shows running time and merge cost
for all methods on a characteristic Timsort-drag input of length 224 ≈ 1.6 · 107 .
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In terms of merge costs, Timsort resp. trotsort now pays 30% more than even a simple
non-adaptive mergesort, whereas peeksort and powersort obviously retain their proven nearlyoptimal behavior. Also in terms of running time, trotsort is a bit slower than top-down
mergesort, and 10% slower than powersort on these inputs. It is remarkable that the
dramatically larger merge cost does not lead to a similarly drastic slow down in Java. In C++,
however, trotsort was 40% slower than powersort, in perfect accordance with the difference
in merge costs.
It must thus be noted that Timsort’s merging-order rules have weaknesses, and it is
unclear if more dramatic examples are yet to be found.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have demonstrated that provably good merging orders for natural mergesort
can be found with negligible overhead. The proposed algorithms, peeksort and powersort,
offer more reliable performance than the widely used Timsort, and at the same time, are
arguably simpler.
Powersort builds on a modified bisection heuristic for computing nearly-optimal binary
search trees that might be of independent interest. It has the same quality guarantees as
Mehlhorn’s original formulation, but allows the tree to be built “bottom-up” as a Cartesian
tree over a certain sequence, the “node powers”. It is the only such method for nearly-optimal
search trees to our knowledge.
Buss and Knop conclude with the question whether there exists a k-aware algorithm (a
stack-based natural mergesort that only considers the top k runs in the stack) with merge
cost (1 + or (1)) times the optimal merge cost [9, Question 37]. Powersort effectively answers
this question in the affirmative with k = 3.7

5.1

Extensions and future work

Timsort’s “galloping merge” procedure saves comparisons when we consistently consume
elements from one run, but in “well-mixed” merges, it does not help (much). It would be
interesting to compare this method with other comparison-efficient merge methods.
Another line of future research is to explore ways to profit from duplicate keys in the
input. The ultimate goal would be a “synergistic” sorting method (in the terminology of [6])
that has practically no overhead for detecting existing runs and equals and yet exploits their
combined presence optimally.
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